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ABSTRACT

Communication is the ability to convey information to another individual in a way that will ensure proper reception.

The main goal of this study is to investigate the connection between strategic organizational management and

successful communication. We conducted both a survey and a descriptive study. The findings demonstrated that while

successful communication ensures organizational success, it is significantly influenced by the pattern or tactics

utilized, the efficacy and suitability of the channel chosen, and how responsive or accessible superiors are to their

subordinates, among other aspects. These results support the study's recommendation to consume and nurture

elements that foster warmth and goodwill. The manager should create and put into place a clear organizational

structure that enables seamless communication in order to get the best out of his staff. It is concluded that good

communication is the "lifeblood" of businesses and has a favorable effect on the capacity of our organizations to meet

their strategic objectives.
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INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study

A company's growth depends on efficient communication. The Latin word "communis," which meaning "to share,"

is where the term "communication" originates. Sharing means "participation" and "cooperating," yet without a co-

participant, there is no communication. Every part of business is impacted by communication. It serves as a

platform for the development and upkeep of all relationships.(Ezezue, 2008: 65)

Managers must first develop their communication skills if they want to improve their message—the

information they want to deliver. Second, they need to learn more about what others are trying to say to them; they

need to work on understanding others as well as trying to comprehend others. Members of a group have their own

personal aims in addition to the organization's physical location, purpose, and goals. These variables all interact at

work to create what are referred to be organizational climates. On the other side, ineffective communication in a

workplace can result in uncertainty, apprehension, and discontent, all of which reduce productivity. As a result,

managers need to communicate well with their staff. A manager's ability to communicate effectively determines

how well he completes organizational goals (Herich, 2008).

It is a well-known fact that many CEOs still don't understand what communication is or how important it is

to a company's success (Nnamseh, 2009. P. 114). When employees can communicate clearly with one another,

strikes and lockouts are less likely to occur. Organizational objectives and goals may be unsuccessful when
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communication is ineffective. Lack of communication has led to waste and expensive mistakes. Given the situation

described previously, communication's role in organizational strategic management needs to be carefully examined. For a

business to succeed, communication is essential. Effective communication and message understanding are necessary for

progress. If the essential message is not grasped or if there are obstacles along the way, moving forward is useless. This

instantly brings to mind the biblical account of the Tower of Babel, the building of which was a complete failure due to the

inability of the workmen to communicate with one another. Achieving predetermined goals and objectives is the aim of

commercial organizations. Last but not least, a manager who works with and through people is necessary to accomplish

these goals. To attain these objectives in this scenario, excellent communication is crucial. The lack of communication

might thus be cited as the cause of its failure. Some managers are also not aware that communication is the key to all

managerial activities. The importance of communication in an organization has a big impact on whether managerial duties

are successful or unsuccessful.

GOALS OF THE STUDY

Determining the function of communication in organizational strategic management is the main objective of this study.

Other particular are below:

 Assessing how much communication helps a company achieve its strategic goals.

 Ascertain which type of communication is best for the organization.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Defined Communication and Strategic Management

Intellectuals from a variety of fields and professions, such as business, psychology, and sociology, have defined and

comprehended communication in a number of different ways. Every element of life, including relationships at home, at

work, and in society, is impacted by communication. Communication, according to Anugwom (2007), is the exchange of

ideas, sentiments, knowledge, and facts between two or more people through signs, symbols, and verbal language.

Nwokeneme (2008) also defines communication as the act of sending a message or information to a recipient across a

channel. The process by which information is exchanged between individuals and organizations using previously agreed-

upon symbols is referred to as communication in a larger sense. By transferring meaning from the sender to the recipient,

communication, according to Inyang and Esu (2003).The interchange and transmission of meaning is communication,

according to scholars like Dessler (2004), Adams (2006), and Smith (2008). Imaga (2003) described strategic management

as a tactical approach to organizing the activities of organizations like public companies and parastatals with the aim of

attaining optimally specified goals with the fewest resources and in the shortest amount of time. Strategic management is

described as a "continuous process of thinking through the organization's existing mission and environmental conditions,

and then combining these elements by putting out a blueprint for tomorrow's decisions and results" by Greene, Adams, and

Ebert (1985).

Communication as a Key Tool for Achieving Organizational Strategic Goals

Strategic management is the process an organization uses to decide how it will carry out the long-term goals outlined in its

mission statement. Consequently, a strategic plan is a road map that may eventually develop into a thorough firm plan

(Ezeh, 1999).To succeed as an organization, you must use strategic management. In a market that is competitive, the

dynamic aspect of management aids the business in achieving its long-term objectives. The strategic aspect of management
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has become more crucial recently due to the growing complexity of contemporary commercial enterprises.

Business strategy, in a nutshell, is about gaining a competitive advantage, according to Ohmae (1982).As stated

by Imaga (2001), "What matters is not how often a manager talks, but what he says." This is why (Nnamseh, 2009)

describes communication as the process through which individuals connecting with one another inside an organization by

exchanging principles, information, and ideas. The manager must be skilled in communicating through the communication

process in order to accomplish organizational goals (Etuk, 1991).

It is abundantly clear from the many submissions that communication entails much more than merely the sharing

of information between individuals. It is also necessary to keep in mind that the feedback component is essential for

meaningful and comprehensive communication. Feedback gives the sender the ability to determine whether the message

was appropriately comprehended and received in order to achieve the desired result. Effective managers are able to convey

directives, ideals, and sentiments both inside and outside of the organization. Management conveys knowledge and

abilities to members in order for strategic tasks to be completed. According to Lawson, the actual words used in

communication convey 7% of the intended meaning, the tone 38% of the intended meaning, and the body language 55% of

the intended meaning (2006). Therefore, how you say it and the attitude you convey are more important than what you say

when communicating effectively. Nwachukwu (1999) identified two crucial managerial functions that are facilitated by

communication in an effort to support the role that communication plays in the achievement of organizational strategic

goals: providing a means by which one can implement a plan of action and providing a means by which organization

members can be motivated to execute corporate plans willingly and enthusiastically.

In order to distribute instructions and encourage participation, communication is therefore crucial. As a result, he

determined that communication plays four crucial functions in management: Informational purpose: Communication

provides information that can be utilized to guide decision-making.

Motivational function: Communication has a motivational function because it allows people to express their

sentiments and meet their social demands. Employees understand their function in a system and, as a result,

communication is the lifeblood of an enterprise.

It is the instrument that can be utilized to effectively control organizational activities. The aforementioned

suggests that effective communication is a crucial instrument for achieving organizational activities and operations that are

often carried out by employees.

Communication Forms

Verbal/oral, written, and nonverbal are the three fundamental types of communication (Ezezue, 2007).

Verbal Communication

This primarily occurs in face-to-face events or encounters. Another illustration is making use of equipment and gadgets

like phones and PA systems. The fact that voices from people may be heard is the most crucial element.

Written Communication

This calls for proficiency in both reading and writing. Written communication transforms spoken words, sentences, and

alphanumeric characters into the intended meaning.
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Nonverbal Communication

Is a form of exchange that does not include the use of words or alphabetic symbols. In international management

communication, two broad categories—Kinesics and Proxemics—are crucial. Nonverbal communications are sent through

our physical environment, body movement, painting, photography, sign language, and other visual and auditory mediums

(Ezezue, 2008)

Kinesics

Studying facial expression and moves as a means of communication. The essential things to watch out for are posture and

gestures.

Proxemics

The study of human spatial communication is known as proxemics. For instance, there are four "distances" used in face-to-

face communication in the United States. An intimate distance is utilized for communications that need to be very private.

Personal distance is employed while chatting with family and close friends. Business agreements are created over social

distance in the great majority of cases. If you're on the phone or giving a presentation in front of a group, use public

distance.

DEALING WITH ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION ISSUES AND BARRIERS

What causes communication breakdowns? On the surface, the solution seems straightforward. The eight components of

communication, according to Adirika, Ebue, and Nnolim (1996), are the sender, encoding, message, media, decoding,

receiver, reaction, and feedback. Any noise in these elements will detract from the meaning's clarity. Every CEO strives for

efficient communication at the lowest possible cost. Inyang et al. (2003) state that communication is regarded as successful

"when the message is given and received in an atmosphere of excellent interpersonal relations, mutual trust, and safety, and

the communications are unobstructed and understood as contracted by the sender." Based on the aforementioned

arguments, anything less than that demonstrates insufficient communication or the presence of a barrier. As a result, a

component that prevents, alters, or causes a breakdown in the communication between two persons can be referred to as a

barrier. Etuk (1991), Inyang et al. (2003), and Mullins (2006) emphasized the following difficulties in effective

communication:

Noise

The presence of noise substantially impairs effective communication. It might begin at work, either as a result of

employees trying to fix machinery or simply as a result of employees making loud noises there.

Perception

Through the perception process, the receiver can select information that appeals to him and grasp it. The misconception

that results from this circumstance has an impact on the message's interpretation and true meaning.

Emotions

Some people come across as being overly emotional when speaking. Objective listening and good information

assimilation are both impossible under such circumstances. A few examples of emotional states are sadness, joy, grief, and

other emotions like anger. These communication barriers must be eliminated by a management. Information may be
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misrepresented or called into question when the sender's source is questioned. The receiver's level of trust or

trustworthiness in the source will surely affect how they interpret the message.

Information Overload

Managers obtain a wide range of data and information prior to making decisions because of the complexity and

competitive nature of company. Large data sets can lead to information overload, making it difficult for managers to

understand and comprehend the information.

HOW TO REMOVE ROADBLOCKS TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

All managers make an effort to minimize barriers to communication. The communication between the various levels uses

both top-to-bottom (downward communication) and bottom-to-top (upward communication) (upward communication).

There is lateral or horizontal communication at every level of management (Unamka and Ewurum, 1995). In order to

remove obstacles to successful communication, Hambagda (2000), Hybels, and Weaver provide a variety of suggestions

(1992).

Here are Some of Them:

 There should be no information overload. The message must be sent in an amount that the recipient can

comprehend and interpret.

 It is best to repeat messages to prevent misinterpretations. Because delays are expensive, Lawson (2006) advised

that issues be communicated as soon as possible.

 It is important to choose the right communication channels for information transfer. The transmission of the

message will determine the best channel.

 Complete communication occurs when a message receives feedback. This should be encouraged as a way to

gauge the effectiveness of the communication.

WHY STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT FAILS AND WHY STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT IS

IMPORTANT TO BUSINESS

According to research from Europe and America, companies that strategically plan are better at predicting the results of

important strategic actions and beat non-planners in terms of a number of financial measures. In light of this, we've

identified the following important business advantages of strategic management:

Strategic management helps firms focus. It enables them to maintain their course despite deviations and changes

in order to complete a specific mission and set of objectives. Strategic management also gives organizations the chance to

stay current with their target markets over time.

Additionally, all divisions and elements of a business are involved in the operations of a strategic management

plan. It is holistic as well as systemic. By doing this, it is made sure that all of the segments and parts are moving in the

same direction. The primary value of strategic management, in our opinion, may be found in both the process' implicit and

explicit results. Another key advantage of strategic management is the freedom to include various management levels in

the process. This not only motivates managers who are participating to participate. It lessens the degree of opposition to
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change. Lastly, a way of change that is more deliberate and methodical is strategic management.

Finding ways to achieve the goals is the next phase in developing a strategy for an organization after its objectives

have been stated. Ezigbo (2011) consequently underlined the following main causes of strategic management failure:

 Failing to understand the needs of the customers

 Resource competency was overstated due to the inability to forecast how the environment will react

 Unwillingness to collaborate

 Unable to secure the support of upper management

 The employees lacked dedication

 Incapacity to adapt to change

 incapacity to concentrate

 faulty communication

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The study's research methods included a survey and a descriptive one. With the aim of acquiring secondary data, a

literature research was also conducted. Its validity and reliability were assessed using the test-retest method.130

questionnaires in total were issued, and 100 of them were completed and returned in usable form, yielding a return rate of

69.2 percent. For the investigation, the information acquired was adequate.

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION

Table 1: Illustrates the Link Between Successful Communication and Corporate Goal Achievement.

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid

Strong 89 89.0 89.0 89.0
Weak 6 6.0 6.0 95.0
Indifferent 5 5.0 5.0 100.0
Total 100 100.0 100.0

The relationship between good communication and organizational effectiveness is clearly seen in Table 1. The majority of

respondents (89%) agree with this assertion. Only 5% of respondents are unconcerned about the need for good

communication, while 6% of respondents disagree.

Table 2: The Manner Through Which Communication Occurs

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid

Downward 65 65.0 65.0 65.0

Upward 25 25.0 25.0 90.0
Horizontal 10 10.0 10.0 100.0
Total 100 100.0 100.0

65 respondents, or 65% of the sample population, confirmed that the organization primarily used downward

communication, as shown in Table 2. While 10 respondents (10%) selected the horizontal pattern, 25 respondents (25%)

mentioned the upward strategy. This suggests that the downward pattern of communication flow is the one that enterprises

should employ the most.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

Findings

According to the survey, no matter how big or small a firm is, good communication is the foundation upon which it must

be constructed. Everyone concurs that communication is crucial for achieving company goals, according to poll results that

also revealed this. The three types of communication patterns—downward, upward, and horizontal—were likewise present

in the organization under study, although the downward trend outweighed the other two.

Conclusions

In reality, efficient organizational management depends on strong communication. Without a doubt, ineffective and bad

communication contributes to low productivity, customer loss, low turnover, conflict, and absenteeism. In other words,

good communication is the cornerstone of any flourishing company and the pivot around which it rotates. It is a method for

changing behavior, effecting change, improving performance, and attaining goals. Therefore, it doesn't matter how big or

what the organization does; it's considered as essential to its ongoing development, survival, and existence that knowledge

is transferred from one person to another.

Recommendations

The article suggests that a straightforward organizational structure be created and put into place to improve communication

after carefully examining the research findings and conclusions. Information moves better and more readily downhill,

upward, and horizontally in a tiny organizational structure. It is advised that managers spend as much time as necessary

speaking with their staff members to ensure that the message is understood. Additionally, managers are expected to use

feedback when speaking with their staff or subordinates. This is so they can assess whether their message was understood

properly thanks to feedback. Additionally, managers were advised to look for individuals who shared their perspectives

and to make every effort to comprehend their direct reports. Finally, both the sender and the recipient should use

straightforward, everyday language while speaking. Communication barriers will probably develop less frequently as a

result of this.
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